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I am pleased to attach a revised draft media strategy for the

Secretary-General's reform programme. If you think it would be

useful, you may wish to consider circulating it in advance to

participants at tomorrow's meeting.
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/ Retooling thej UN for the 21st century:

strategy for the Secretary-General's reform programme

Objectives of the campaign
Following up on his reform programme launched six months into his first term, in 1997,
Secretary-General Kofi Annan is presenting a new set of proposals for improving the
efficacy of the Organization nine months into his second term, and early in the new
century.

The reform programme is likely to be regarded with greater interest by internal
constituencies, i.e., delegations and UN staff, than by the general public or the mass
media. Furthermore, an attempt to elevate the profile of the Secretary-General's report
brings its own risks. The report's necessary explication of organizational and
housekeeping adjustments, such as reorganized departments and shorter reports, can
serve as an opening for comments as to the bureaucratic self-preoccupation of the United
Nations. Worse, if journalists are convinced that this is a major story, even those who are
not critical of the Organization may feel it is necessary to document existing
shortcomings, real or perceived, hi the strategically important US market, there is a strain
of thought that associates organizational improvement with cost cutting and staff
reductions - two objectives that the Secretary-General is emphatically not pursuing. It
would be sadly ironic if publicity for the Secretary-General's plan for improvement in
fact resurrected public attacks on issues that had been mostly laid to rest.

Furthermore, recalling in detail the course of earlier, well received reform measure
undertaken by the Secretary-General may lead journalists to retrospective scrutiny - have
expenses in fact been reduced from 38 to 25 per cent of the budget? did consolidation of
three departments into one large economic and social affairs unit in fact improve
performance?, etc.

On this basis, the Department of Public Information will pursue a focused strategy of
presenting the report itself, along with basic explanatory and context materials, to the
media, and supporting a press conference by the Secretary-General. Additional targets of
opportunity - an op-ed, a feature by an intellectual journal interested in the issues of
multilateralism, a sympathetic public television interview with a high UN official, a
feature on how UN operations on the ground have improved during Kofi Annan's tenure
- will be looked into and followed up on if they appear to be feasible and providential.

For the outside world, probably the most interesting aspect of the proposals is the
creation of a civil society panel. A separate promotion of the panel could take place early
in October, when the actual names of its members and their terms of reference are
announced.



Message and themes
The thrust of the presentation to the media should be that the Secretary-General is taking
steps to retool the United Nations so that it can serve its most useful role in implementing
the objectives of the Millennium Declaration and in reinvigorating multilateralism at a
critical time.

izatierfhas created a host of opportunities for peace and development, but also \
bought into being new problems and, in some quarters, a political backlash with
ominous overtones. Continued poverty and inequality, ethnic strife, an unsettled globa
economy, degradation of the global environment and international terrorism are)
continuing sources of tension that need to be addressed by the United Nations
nijultilateMl measures. At the same time, a more effective UN can-better capitalize on
progress in certain key areas, including a lull in civil conflicts in Africa arid the launch
NEPAD,"|Tecent~sftjg§?^^u^cksse_si in peacekeejingjnissions, an active and potent "
global civilXociety('successfjiMevelopnjelit; conferences in-Monterrey and Johannesburg,
efforts to secure a xlevetoprnent round of trade negotiations and an unprecedented level of
cooperation between the UN and the Bretton Woods institutions.

The message is tcTbe advancetTthfOUgh explication of thc-five-keyways in wrTicn"the
Secretary-General's programme will improve UN functioning: doing what matters, i.e., a
more selective focus on priority areas of work; serving Member States better; having the
component-parts of the Organization work better together as it also collaborates more
effectively withcrvlhsoeietyj^d ttjejffivate sector; budgeting-to meet priorities; and
investing in the Organization and its people'fe produce a higher caliber staff performance.

Campaign sequencing
o through mid-September
1.) preparation of written materials^including a 20 September press release-and an

Executive Summary (embargoed until 23 September), a background note on what
has already been achieved by way of reform, and copies of Millennium
Declaration.

2.) pjisJiQajof-nQn-embargoed materials on the reform web site.
3.)l initial outreach to editors' especially post-11 September. ? [to be discussed]

o 16 -20 September
1) Advance individual briefings by^e'Be^JutyHSejsretary-General of selected
journalists or editorial writers. ?Tto be discussed^
2) briefing of Director-GeneralVef-4JN"Officesin Geneva, Nairobi and Vienna and <

of the Executive Secretaries of the regional commissions, so as to be able to
handle interview requests from their respective areas post-23 September.

o 19 September
1) distribution of embargoed materials, including the report, to UNCA journalists.
2) embargoed information and background instructions sent to UNICs for worldwide

outreach.

\



o 23 September
1) press conference by the Secretary-General, suggested for around 10:00 a.m.
2) report released and embargoed materials up on the reform website.

o 30 September or 1-3 October
1) announcement of civil society panel, through a press release and member bios

o 10 Octobe?
1) address to 1 /fiT by thef'Secrbtary-General.
2) advance ale rt\Q Bq^ion medfs

\J
o 30 October
1) Secretary-General's address to the General Assembly
2) release of text

President of the GA, if he wishes to

Further consideration to be given to collaboration with the Better World Fund and
with members of the External Review Group.




